Abstract. An operator of weak commutativity between isomorphic groups, H and H , was defined by Sidki as .H / D hH H j OEh; h D 1 for all h 2 H i, where W h 7 ! h for all h 2 H defines an isomorphism. It is known that the operator preserves group properties such as finiteness, solubility, and also nilpotency for finitely generated groups. We prove in this work that preserves the properties of being polycyclic or polycyclicby-finite. As a consequence of this result, we conclude that the non-abelian tensor square H˝H of a group H as defined by Brown and Loday preserves the property of being polycyclic-by-finite. This last result extends work of Blyth and Morse who proved that H˝H is polycyclic if H is polycyclic.
The main result in this paper is Theorem 1.1. Let H be a group which is polycyclic-by-finite. Then the group .H / and the non-abelian tensor square H˝H are also polycyclic-by-finite.
In the last section, we discuss different behaviours of R.H /, especially for certain polycyclic groups H .
We will make use of the following facts from [7, p. 201 
Weak commutativity between two isomorphic polycyclic groups 241 2 Connection with the augmentation ideal of Z.H / Given a group H with identity 1, consider the group ring Z.H / and its augmentation ideal I.H /, which is generated by ¹h 1 j h 2 H º as an abelian group. Consider also I 2 .H /, the ideal of Z.H / generated by ¹.h 1/ 2 j h 2 H º. Let Q G D Z.H / Ì H be the semidirect product of Z.H / by H , where Z.H / is written additively and the conjugation of Z.H / by H is described as right multiplication
In addition, let G be the subgroup of Q G generated by I.H / ¹1º and ¹0º H . Then, N D I 2 .H / ¹1º is a normal subgroup of Q G. 
Let S D ¹a 1 ; : : : ; a n º be a generating set for H . The following identities hold in I.H / modulo I 2 .H / for all a i ; a j 2 S: In the next theorem we prove that the group .H / inherits from the group H the property of being polycyclic-by-finite, as stated in Theorem 1.1:
Proof. We will prove the assertion for the case that H is polycyclic-by-finite; the proof for the case where H is polycyclic is similar. Write L for L.H /, and D for D.H /. It follows directly from the above diagram for subgroups of .H / that
are all polycyclic-by-finite. Since L=L 0 and L 0 W =W .Š L 0 =L 0 \ W / are finitely generated groups, we conclude that L=L 0 \ W is polycyclic-by-finite. Further, 
where in the last equality we have used Proposition 4.1.
Different behaviours of R.H /
It is difficult in general to obtain information about R.H / and there are few cases for which it is described. The following remark is helpful in establishing the nontriviality of R.H /.
Remark 4.3. Let H and K be groups, and let ' W H ! K be an epimorphism. Then ' extends to an epimorphism,
(that is, by making b ' to commute with ). Therefore,
In particular, R.H / is non-trivial provided R.K/ is non-trivial.
Information about R.H / is known for finitely generated abelian groups H (see [7, Section 4.2] ). 
In the case where H is a finite elementary abelian 2-group, we have the following proposition. 
